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Joanne Patriarco Judged
Best-Dressed
by Sue St. Pierre

On February 10, at 8 :00 p.m.,
the annual Glamour's Ten
Best-Dressed College Girl Contest
was held in the Little Theatre.
There were a total of 13
contestants chosen from most of
the campus sororities and the
Sophomore and Senior classes to
represent their groups. They

included Marilyn Alavanya
(Omega Sigma Psi), Nancy Ann
Ax.sen (Delta Sigma Pi), Diane
Broogos (Lamda Chi Rho),
Allysen Burnett (Beta Delta Chi),
Jean Fitzmaurice, (Nu Sigma
Tau), Pauline Frankenberger (Chi
Delta), Nancy Jean Groskinsky
(Kappa Epsilon), Constance
Kaspar (Alpha Theta Pi), Jackie

Space Review Board
Relocates Campus
Organizations

Mazur (Sigma Kappa Phi), Joanne
Patriar c a (C l ass o f 1971),
Kathleen Quinn (Sigma Beta Chi),
Darlene Sawicki (Rho Theta Tau),
and Joann Waseilewski (Class of
1973).
Judges for the event were Mrs.
Marion Kortjohn , Asst. Director
of Student Activities, Mrs. Anne
Walko, Asst. to the Dean of
Students and Mrs. Mary Dagit of
the Student Org. office.
The girls competed in modeling
campus and date outfits and in
the presentation of S minute
monologues on their own tastes in
fashion and ideas on budgeting
their purchases. Winners were :
2nd runner-up, Constance Kasper
of Alpha Theta Pi, 1st runner-up,
Nancy Jean Groskinsky of Kappa
Epsilon and the winner, Joanne
Patriarca, Class of 1971. The
eventwas conducted by the sisters
of Nu Theta Chi.

The Space Review Board,
committee of the College Center
Board, met on Friday, February
S, to review the various campus
o rga nizations r equests for
facilities.

College Center Board will move
from the Student Activities office
to an area t o be partitioned in the
former Adult Education Resource
Cente r ; Office House-Instant
Karma will remain where it is.

Don Mcree, on behalf of the
Space R eview Board, has
announced the B o a rd's
deliberations: 1. Student Org. will
remain wh ere it is~2. Independent
will remain where it is; 3. WNSC
Fresh Air Radio will assume part
of the office adjacent to the Sloan
Lounge; 4. People (formerly
Newman Club) will move from
Student Organization's room
(Student Services Building) to
part of the office adjacent to
Sloan Lounge; 5. SCATE will
move from the office adjacent to
Sloan Lounge to the office
currently occupied by the
Carnival Committee; 6. Carnival
Committee will move to an area
to be partitioned in the former
Adult Education Resource Center;
7. Student Ombudsmen to Dean
of Students will have the office
currently occupied by IFSC. A
Student Information Center and
hot line will be established by the
Ombudsmen.

It was further decided by the
Space Review Board t o delegate
the Planning and · Utilization
Chair man t o the task of
The Center for Continuing
expanding student areas in the
following manner; a) explore with Education will be in its second
Mr. Brilliante the feastbility of semester of operation Spring
immediately dismantling the I971. A varied program has been
equipment in the Snack Bar Tray planned.
Return Room and converting it
A L ec tu re -D in ne r-Theater
for student use; and b) explore
Series is being initiated. This
with Mr. Diebold the feasibility of
cleaning o u t the rented Series wi ll i n cl ud e one
addressograph equipment in the performance at the Vivian
Alumni Work Room (rear of Beaumont Theater of Lincoln
Snack Bar) and either returning it Center and two performances at
to addressograph Co. or moving it the McCarter Theater of Princeton
to Townsend Hall in the Alumni University.
The three remaining lecturers
Coordinator's office. This space
of
the Town and Gown Lecture
would also then be converted to
Series
are Dr. Howard F. Didsbury
student use.
of Newark State College, Mr. Hal
Also consented to was the set Flanders of American Telephone
up of negotiations between the and Telegraph Company, and
College Center Board and Student Mayor F. Edward Biertuempfel of
Org. for budgetary needs to cover Union.
the ordering of new equipment
Non-credit courses have been
not covered under current planned in diversified areas:
allocations (desks, partitions, American films of the 1930's and
1940's, basic law for the layman,
telephones, file cabinets, etc.)
the drug scene, getting your
The Space Review Board money's worth, group leadership ,
further announced that all other husbands and wives as lovers,
student groups not previously slaves, or partners, impact of the
mentioned did not write requests " media," intergroup relations,

IESC will move to an area to
be partitioned in the former Adult
Education Resource Center.
N.S.A. will move it's files and
equipment from it's office shared
with Carnival Committee to the
Student Org. suite; Theatre Guild
will remain where it is near the
Little Theater Aleithian Society
will remain where it is; Judo Club
will move to the Student Org's
room (Student Services Building;
and Social Committee will be
given filing and table space in the
Adult Education Resource Center.
Also involved are : Evening
Student Council and Night Owl
will move from the office next to
Memoribilia to the CBA office in
the College Center; Collegians for
Black Actio n will move to the
former Evening Student Council
Office (adjacent to Memoribila);

Center For Continuing

==;;Ed PlantJ Prv51 a,n

to the Review Board and their
current facilities, status, or lack
thereof, shall be continued. The
Board will meet for final appeals
by all student groups currently
dissenting with the Board' s
decision affecting their
organization on Friday, February
19, at 2:00 P.M. in the CBA
Room (College Center). Any such
requests must be made in writing
to Don Mcree, CCB Chairman, c/o
Student Activities Office.
All decisions by the Space
Review Board will be in effect
immediately after the appeals on
February 19 until June, 1972.

introduct io n to computer
processing, language - culture civilization, making sense of
history, nonviolence and social
change, the pollution problem,
psychology of the adult, public
rela t ions for school board
.me mber s, unliberated voices:
great American women writers of
the past century, and the Newark
State College Orchestra.
Workshops have been
scheduled in the following areas:
pub Ii c employment collective
negotiations , federal and state
assistance programs for school
systems, and career workshop for
women.
Additional information about
the Program and registration is
contained in the Spring I 971
catalogue. If you have not
received a catalogue and should
wish one , please direct your
request to the Center for
Continuing Education - Division
of Field Services.
The Office of the Center for
Continuing Education is located
in Kean Building, K-4 on the
second floor_.

Faculties OK Contract
by Betty Wetzler
colleges were ever able to
Contract talks among Newark negotiate their contract. Feelings
State faculty members were held were mixed as to the effectiveness
last Tuesday and Wednesday. . of the new contract; some faculty
Copies of the proposed contract members in the six state colleges
were distributed Tuesday were more than pleased with the
afternoon ; voting followed , and outcome, while others were
news of the final ratification by disappointed with its alleged
the State Faculty Association was " vagueness." Mr. William
then released. The new two year Vincenti, professor from the
contract, which expires June 30, Division
of Field
se·rvices,
1972, will affect all six state explained, " The State colleges
colleges.
never had negotiated their
This was the first time state
(Continued a"n Page 2) ·
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Help

by Jean Lizerman

A Day Care Center was formed
last September for the caring of
preschool children whose parents
attended Newark State. This
center was very successful. It
p rovided an opportunity for
parents to leave their children in
capable hands while they attended
classes.
Now, the center is in trouble.
There are many problems
involved :
I . There were three teachers
there last semester, now there are
only two.
2. They do not have more than
three work-study students
currently working in the center.
3. The work-study money was
over-spent - they are not sure
they can get more work study
students.
4. There is a greater number of
students who are parents - who
leave their pre-school children
while they attend class.
This center needs volunteers to
come in and help. Currently, the
mothers, two graduate students
and three work-study students are
taking turns in the school. At
present , they need some dedicated
people to h p run the center.
This could:=J:il: good experience
for future teachers - a rewarding
experience for anyone who is
dedicated to the idea of a good
education for all.
The duties are varied
providing kids with hot lunches playing with them - singing
songs.
If you are interested , please
contact - Mrs. Nancy -Fzombathy ,
335-3036 or come to CSN 108 from 8 a.m. to 4 :30 p.m.

Page Two

Coffee Hours

Initiated

•

President Weiss is eager that
people on campus, regardless of
their group membership (faculty
or student), should get to know
each other as people. With this
end in view, he is initiating daily
student-faculty coffee hours for a
trial period of six weeks,
beginning on Monday, February
22nd.
Every morning from 9:30 to
11 :30, coffee will be served in
Sloan Lounge. Sloan Lounge is a
student lounge and will continue
to be a student lounge. College
Cente r Board, which makes
recommendations concerning the
use of rooms in College Center,
ha S a g re e .d t O h a Ve t e
student-faculty coffees in Sloan
Lounge for the limited period.
It is hoped that faculty
members will take advantage of
this opportunity to meet the
students on their own ground and
to get acquainted with them in an
informal setting. It is equally
hoped that the students will
welcome faculty members who
come to their building to know
them better.
So, Campus People, those of
you who want to have a better
understanding of others on
campus, please drop in to Sloan
Lounge any morning after
February 22nd and strike up a
conversation with a member of
"The Other Half."

Contract
(Continued from Page 1)

cont,act be(o,e; this ia ilie --n,.,.~
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Student Council Debates Constitution
······ · +;

By Noreen Daly
The second meeting of the

Student Council, this semester,
took place on Friday evening
February 12. The majority of the
session was devoted to discussion
centered on the new proposed
Student Organization
Constitution. Procedures governing
the enactment of this constitution
were explained to council by
Steve Wance. It is first placed
before council and requires a
two/thirds vote of approval before
it is allowed to leave the body.
The new written government,
having now been hashed and
rehashed by the council
representative is then made
available to the entire student
body for study. It will then be
submitted as a referendum during
the March 11 Student
Organization elections for your
approval or disapproval. In order
to become NSC's new
constitution it must receive a
three/fourths majority vote.
On discussing the constitution
a great amount of time was spent
on Article X, Section X, which
reads: "There shall be no more
than one member of any specific
Greek Organization on the
Judicial Review Board (which is
empowered to hear all cases
brought forward by an
organization member involving
interpretation of the Student
Organization Constitution and
By-Laws), and not more than
three members of the J .R.B. shall
be Greeks." The reason for this
ection

beina;

p1..,._.._,..,~

..-tcb.

one. If there are any negative constitution was explained by
feelings, they arise because it is those who drew it up. Seeing that
the fust contract, and therefore is the Greek Organizations are
bound to contain points some composed of a large part of the
don't care for; but it must be lived student body, such a section ·
with for the next two years."
would limit if not prevent a
The new document is
conflict of interest. After many
far-reaching. It affects every
views were expressed, a vote to
person connected with the state
delete the section was taken. It
colleges - faculty professors,
was passed and therefore deleted
administrators , librarians,
The question concerning the
department chairmen, etc. The
new
set of By-Laws was brought
contract makes stipulations on
work load, teaching load , up, and the council was informed
promotions, salaries, and future that the revision was finished,
contract negotiations. The however the constitution, which
contract has also affected the
method of payment of dues to the
State Faculty Association, local
faculty associations, NJ.E.N., and
the N.E.A. Instead of members
by Suzanne St. Pierre
being obliged to pay dues in one
The
Little Theatre was filled
lump sum, they can now be paid
over a period of time in smaller with smoke, noise and people by
7:30 on February 10, mostly
amounts.
Gr eeks and parents and the
atmosphere was one of
reunion-type joviality. Everyone
almost forgot there was a
best-dressed contest to be held
and attention was pretty poor
throughout, but a thoroughly
raucous good time was had by all.
The program was begun with a
welcoming speech and
introduction of the judges amidst
cheers and applause. There were
supposed to have been five judges
including Dr. Weiss and Dr. Parks,
but neither showed up or sent
replacements. (Three's a pretty
good number too, so nobody got
too upset).
Next was a presentation of the
Nights - 6:30 contestants as they modeled
Monday
$1.80 an hour
dating outfits including maxis,
Tuesday
midis, minis, boots, scarves and.
Wednesday location Short Hills 1 hats, ranging in color from camel
T,,ursday
to mauve. The audience was asked
If interested call Anthony
to hold their applause until the
Pasquale 376-3935
end, so naturally the cheering :

Current Credits

Required Course

Western Civilization
History and Social Science
History
Social Science
Art and Music
has more importance, must be
sett I e d _ first. Unlike th(l
constitution which requires
student body approval, the
By-Laws are subject only to
council. The By-Laws will be
presented and decided on during
the next two to three meetings of
council.
Another

"""'"

cl.

·

kia

constitution is one concerning the
Assistant Treasurer of Student
Organization. It is now a term
served for two years and therefore
only a freshman or sophomore is
eligible for election.
After three moves to question
(move to vote on the
constitution), it received the
needed two/thirds majority vote:
25/3/5. The actual enactment of
this constitution now depends on
the student body's ·
approval. Under committee
reports, Mark Durma from the

6

Proposed Credits

0

12
12
6
6 (3-3)
6
0 (3-3)
6 (3-3)
6 (3-3 or 6)
Curriculum Committee presented
to the council the proposed
changes in the General Education
Department's Requirements. They
are going before the Faculty
Senate on Tuesday February 16 at
three o'clock, and if accepted will
hopefully become effective in
1972. Consult the following chart
for the changes:
an

problem. It was discussed and
decided by council that there are
no legal steps which can be taken
by the body and that only by
acting as a warning device or
system will we be in any way
helpful in deleting these
occurences.
The meeting was adjourned at
8:15, with the date of February
26 being set for the next council
meeting. Fellow students are
reminded that these sessions are
open and with the many
important events !,:Oncerning the
whole student body this semester,

when tfiese are a ==.--..c
op ed a tten<Jlince Should rise to tnclulle

into the curriculum of NSC, they not only the council
will apply to all current students representatives but thQse they
and not only the new freshmen. represent.
A report from Pete Zanias,
chairman of the SCATE Tutorial
Project, informed the council that
SCATE
registration for this
semester took place last week and
73 students signed up to enlist
We can arrange for an
their aid in helping
immediate legal abortion
underprivileged children to learn.
(up to 12 weeks) at an
Under the topic of New
Business, Eugene Pixler, advisor
accredited hospital Staffed
to Student Organization explained
by Bo a rd Certified
that President Weiss had rec:eived
a letter from the county
Gynecologists
prosecuter's office, concerning the
VIP REFER·RAL SERVICE
illegal drug and alcohol usage on
campus. President Weiss was given
Call (914) 337-0142
a three week period in which to
grew louder and louder as the produce a format of what we have
Mornings and Evenings
contestants were introduced.
done or what we plan to do,
Small Fee for Services
Following this was the seeing we are faced with this
presentation of the contestants
modeling campus outfits and their
5 minute monologues about their
ideas on fashion over the roar of
the crowd.
TUTORS ARE DESPERATELY NEEDED.
During the . tabulation period,
everyone again forgot there was a
IF CHILDREN ARE GOING TO ADVANCE
contest going on until finally the
THEY MUST LEARN HOW TO READ, AND
winners were announced. Their
THEY
NEED YOUR HELP. CHILDREN
sponsors broke into cheering
frenzy as 2nd runner-up,
BETWEEN THE AGES OF 7-12 IN .THE
Constance Kasper of Alpha Theta
ELIZABETH PORT AREA N·EED THIS HELP
Pi, 1st runner-up Nancy Jean
Groskinsky of Kappa Epsilon and
THE BUREAU OF CHl1-DREN SERVICES
the winner, Joanne Patriarca,
HAS CONTACTED S.C.A.T.E AND ASKED FOR
Class of 1971 accepted their
OUR HELP IN OBTAINING TUTORS FOR
awards.
Providing an interesting
THESE NEEDY Cf-HLDREN.
interlude between the events were
IF YOU FEEL THAT YOU WOULD LIKE
Harry Clark's songs and excellent
TO DO SOMETHING CONSTRUCTIVE AND
accompaniment provided by Greg
Rhodes.
WORTHWHILE WITH YOUR SPARE TIME,
Acknowledgment should also
SOMETHING FOR SOMEONE ELSE, PLEASE
be given to the sisters of Nu Theta
CONTACT SCATE IN THE STUDENT CENTER
Chi whose excellent organization
of the ·event was. evidenced
OR CALL 351-2050
throughout.

UNWANTED
PREGNANCY?

A Night At The
Best-Dressed Contest

NORMAN,

uill Your
Mommy!!!

VISUALLY
HANDlfAPPED
STUDENT
NEEDS READER

HELP! !

February 18, 1971
College Center Board invites you to participate in a campus
recreational_tournament to include billiards, chess, table tepnis,
and pinocle, to be held beginning Monday March 1, 1971 .
Any undergraduate student is eligible to participate so long
as he/she has not accepted cash or merchandise prizes in the
sport. ..
A student is eligible to particjpate in only one sport. No
entry_·fee will be ch·arged and trop~es will be awarded to the
winners.
If you would like to enter the to·urnament, please complete
the form below and return it to the Student Activities Office in
the college center. Entry forms must be retur~ed by io:OO p.m.
Febru.µ-y 19, 1971.
Tournament schedules will be available in both the Student
Activities Office and the "game room" in the book store
building."
-- --- -·-

i

Name ........... ."..... ................ ........................ Male ........ Female ....... .
Address ................. ........................................... Phone .......... ......... .
I wish to participate iri a campus tournament in the following
sport (check one.)
Table Tennis ....... .

Pocket Billiards Male ....... .

Chess ....... .

Pocket Billiards Female ....... .
Pinocle ....... .

I certify that I have never accepted cash or merchandise prizes in
the sport in which I wish to participate.
Date ......... .......... .

Signature ...... .. .............. .

NOTICE
Election Committee
March 4th ................. Primary - Student Org.
Executive Board
March 11th ............................... Final
.March 18th
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Primary - Cla"

Executive Board
March 25th ............................... Final
April 1st ........................ Council Primary
April 8th ......................... Council Final
Applications for March 4th, will be available starting on
February 18th and will close February 25th at 5:00
p.m.

Students Tell Pan-Am
Their Travel Needs
NEW YORK - Eighty students well as providing the best housing
representing 40 U.S . colleges from for the price and the best food at
Virginia to Maine took a day to moderate cost.
tell Pan American World Airways
They rejected the idea of a
what they want - and don't want published listing of economical
- when travelling.
"in" places. The students said
Discussion topics included they prefer finding their own way
travel - motivation, around strange countries, simply
accommodations and the SST by confronting someone their
during the Pan Am sponsored own age and asking for advice .
travel seminar held at the
A Pan Am proposal to set aside
Americana Hotel, January 15.
special waiting areas for youth
In the discussion of travel standby passengers at airport
motivation, the students said their terminals met with favorable
prime motive is contact with response. Students commented
people of other lands. They felt that existing waiting areas are
sightseeing attractions are generally inadequate for their
worthwhile and educational but needs at all airline terminals; they
only secondary considerations.
want a place to "do their own
For accommodations abroad, thing."
the students expressed a
A majority of the students
preference for housing at local opposed barring non-U .S. airlines
universities. Small "native" hotels
(Continued on Page 11)
ranked second and, third, was
hostels.
The book exchange will be
The students, half of them
open to return money and
non-U.S. citizens, said university
books, February 22,-26.
lodgings offer the best
opportunity to meet people of
Alpha Phi Omega
their own ages and interests as

''Love Sfory'' Sells
by Marylynn Franks
What can you say about a
movie about a 25 year old girl
who died?
That it was slick, that it was
sentimental (rather than
emotional), that it appeared to
have been executed with. the
psychological insight of the most
skillful ad-men. That it was
calculated so successfully that it is
currently grossing millions for
Paramount, its pure-intentioned
author, and the Kleenex industry.
I am talking, of course, about
LOVE STORY, the principal
symptom of what Time magazine
has diagnosed as The RETURN
TO ROMANCE. Into a milieu
saturated with skin-flicks and
peep-shows, came a proverbial
breath of fresh air Erich Segal,
whose simplistic (but inherently
complex, natch) screenplay
became NOVEL OF THE YEAR.
Enter Ali McGraw and Ryan
O'Neal, who read the "novel" at
each other against a background
of musical stew , and you have a
complete, larger-than-life, full
color glossy of PURE (and tragic)
YOUNG LOVE.
And it's selling. People are
supporting this unreasonable
facsimile with the passion usually
reserved for the real thing.
Theater lobbies are packed with
Ryan O'Neals age 12 to 60. Each
brings his own Ali McGraw . All
come prepared for plenty of
projection ( of the mental variety),
and it seems that is is this kind of
men tal activity on which this
p.icture..is so heavil~dependenL
The movie opens on snow.
Snow, which we are all to
recognize as symbolic of purity,
newness and (remember those Lit
courses) death, sets the tone
throughout most of the movie.
It begins, like the "novel,"
with flashback. Ollie tells us about
the beautiful, brilliant girl who
died. (His statement, along with
the fact that she graduates from
Radcliffe, are the only evidence
we're given of her brilliance. She
does swear a lot, however, which
assures us that she is REAL.)
The scene is set for the
entrance of Vincent Canby's
"Radcliffe Madonna figure." She
fires the first of her numerous,
belittling "Preppies" at puppy-like
Oliver Barrett, and he, apparently
as starved for a little tenderness as
the audience that's hanging on
every word, succumbs helplessly
to her beauty and caustic wit.
Ali McGraw seems to have
perfected the role of the polished,
sarcastic, super-bitch. Her tender
manner of calling Ollie "Preppie"
was to me the most obnoxious
aspect of the movie. Jennie gives
the impression that she (along
with everybody else in · the
audience) has read the book,
knows she is going to die at the
end, and is feeling rather smug
about the whole thing. I can find

Classified
Help Wanted: Male and
Female tutors in math or
reading. Must be able to
motivate children and have
own transportation. Call
233-6121 Ebronix Learning
Centers, 211 Elmer Street,
Westfield, N.J. 07090

no other way of explaining the
smirk she wears through much of
the movie.
All the elements necessary to
BEAUTIFUL YOUNG 'LOVE are
included. Jennie ~nd ~bllie romp
together (for the camera), study
together, exchange endearments .
("You goddamn son-of-a-bitch.
preppie bastard, I DO CARE),
make Jove, get married (one of the
better scenes), exchange
profundities "Love -means never
having to say you're sorry"). By
this time, the audience is too
caught up in projection and
vicarious experience to care about
the curious Jack of sincerity , the
shallowness that pervades the
events on screen. Nothing is really
happening between these · two
people.
There are some good moments,
especially toward the .end of the
picture. Jennie is not so smug, is
getting softer. Ryan O'Neal comes
close to giving a good
performance at different points.
Both fathers are convincing,
especially Phil, who seems to be
the only person on screen ( outside
of Ryan O'Neaf,. at times), who is
deeply, honestly, affected by
what is happening.
Of course, his ending scene,
where Jennie dies beautifully of
an unnamed blood disease, is a
guaranteed tear jerker. (It is sad.)
Catharsis achieved.
Canby says LOVE STORY has
· antasy for al.mast everyone.
This seems to be true. It shows no
radical departure from standard
values. Outside of a minor case of
generation gap between father and
son, everything is ideal for all ages
(GP). Though Jennie and Ollie do
sleep together before they marry,
THEY DO MARRY, and besides,
the scene is brief enough to be
overlooked. There is no flagrant
display of flesh as in other movies
of this genre, i.e. , Romeo and
Juliet. Just enough to keep both
sides of the gap happy .
The phenomenal aspect of
LOVE STORY is that it seems to
have become irrevocably
identified with LOVE ITSELF,
and to make a negative comment
about LOVE STORY is equivalent
to declaring yourself against
young love, marriage, making
babies, Mozart, and A GOOD
CRY.
Kindly remember, folks, that
this is a criticism of a MOVIEabout Love. A rather poor movie
about love.

ABORTION
INFORMATION
AND
ASSISTANCE
CALL (216) Ill . 5800
24 hours
l d1y1
FOR TOTALLY CONFI•
DENTIAL INFORMATION,
We recommend only:

the most reput•ble physicians; doc•
tora offering f•ir and reasonable
prices; services which will be com,
ple♦ely within +he law; 1ttrvices performed at accredited hospitals.

Llpl Abortions Without Delay

ARS INT.

Law and
Order?
.... t;.'

by Andrew Bartok
"Law an9 order," as a political
motto, at first se_ems to bear ·all
the admirable qualities of a just
and desirable~status for a society.
In reality, at least - in this ·
country, "law and order" means
something
far different from
what the words seem to imply.
First, let us consider law. The law
is a statute, rule or restriction
governi.ng the , conduct or actions
of individuals or institutions
within a society. Laws are by no
means necessarily synonymous
with good or moral right. We have
only to note the Nazi laws which
required "good" citizens to turn
in Jews and others condemned by
the German government for their
eventual extermination, or, in the
United States, the Fugitive Slave
Act and the notorious Alien and
Sedition Acts, to see how far
removed from justice a "valid"
law can be. The Selective Service
Act is another case in point . . tis a
valid law, i.:lespite the fact that
that it is unjust and archair.
Every tyrannical regime in
history has given its abuses
"justification" and the aura of
legitimacy through the passage of
laws. No civilization could survive
the "freedom" of all its citizens
being allowed to choose just what
laws they could choose to obey.
Yet points are sometimes reached
when the individual must choose
between obeying an unjust law
and following his conscinece. Just
as many people in pre-Civil War
d.aya had

"°' 4cc.\4c '"Whiet.'-h....:

<:n

no~

to obey the Fugitive Slave Act
which required them to turn
runaway slaves over to the
authorities and eventually to their
masters, in our day and age we
must decide whether or not to
obey highly questionable
regulations.
Some will point out that there
is a mechanism for orderly
change, namely the American
brand of democracy, which
should be used, rather than
demonstrations and other
instruments used by dissenters to
obtain reforms. Considering such
uniquely American phenomena as
the military-industrial · complex,
the Southern bloc, the business
and industrial lobbies and the
elitist nature of the American
political oligarchy, it is often
difficult, if not impossible, to
believe that genuine reforms can
be obtained by that avenue.
Let us now consider order.
Social stability is, of course, a
desirable condition for a nation,
but the line between stability and
stagnation is very thin. No one
claims that our society is perfect,
not even the most rabid
conservatives, and yet many are
enamored with ,the status quo.
History should be a path of
progress an~ betterment, not a
stagnation irf w._hich social ills can
fester, and g<'ffid institutions be
left to wilt and die.
Order often means staying on
top of the heap to th privileged, as
well as keeping minorities and
"ha~e-nots" in "their place."
If I were to choose a political
motto, it would not be "law and
order," but "progress 'and
justice."

Page Four ·

Sound And Fury

Editorial·

Exploit Dea,Mf;/irist
To The Editor,
, Is it out of ignorance that the
Independent prints advertisements
for abortion services? It is general
knowledge that these • services
exist to make easy money from
unwary and desperate women.
Perhaps your editorial policy
should be explored (as many
other publications are now doing)
with regard to exploitative
advertizing.
One way to be more
responsible would be to check out
these questionable ads. The
Women's Liberation Center in
NYC has the facts on anything
about women. Other Movement
headquarters would have info on
other st uff. A few phone calls
could protect a Jot of students
from
unscroupulous
money-grabbers or head-wreckers.
Janet Wilson
Editor's NOTE: The Abortion
Referral ads like most of the
major ads are sent to the
INDEPENDENT through the
National Educational Advertising
Service; an advertising agency that
contracts to college papers
nationwide. These contracted ads
come sight-unseen and must be
printed under penalty of contract
violation. No NEAS ads
No
INDEPENDENT.

Tough Darts
This is not an editorial. This is an open letter to certain
members of the student body from the editor of thjs paper.
The current staff of THE INDEPENDENT has been in office
for about a year now , and it has· been my privilege to work
with them in producing a newspaper whlch changes weekly
to keep pace with the changes occuring in our phlegmatic
world. Despite what a lot of people thlnk, the staff (the
regular working staff) is small and the amount of work is not.
I'd_ like to publicly thank them, at this point, for a job well
done under the constant pressure that the newspaper's
deadline system presents.
What is most irritating to me , however, is the neat little
group of people who do nothlng but whine abot the content
of THE INDEPENDENT. As is usually the case , the people
who are wailing the most , and, may I add , the loudest , are
the ones who have done ABSOLUTELY NOTHING to
change THE INDEPENDENT in any way , nor will they ever
attempt to. We realize that it is a lot easier to assume an
authoritarian position and recite the beatitudes of
condemnation than to contribute but ; until our critics decide
to get off their rather fleshy , bulbous, thrones ... I hope
they don 't expect to be taken seriously.
1

At thls time I'd like to make one point clear ; this paper

Sin

is open to ANYONE who wishes to use it at a forum for their

opinions ... no matter WHAT their opinions may be .

To the Editor :

DeadHnes for feature articles are on Friday , news articles are

The
-

Now , if in the future , any of you vociferous critics
extraordinairre find yourselves at odds with opinions
expressed withln these pages, why not try picking up a
writing implement of some kind and move it carefully across
a piece of paper until you can coherently ex press your
thoughts in a constructive manner.
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tirade

Why not cut out that abortion
ad you run every week? The
world is a bloody mess as it is!
Just think, if you can, if your
mother had gotten an abortion
you wouldn't be here . If the
Virgin Mary had gotten an
abortion ; well , just think about it!
If I ever get pregnant I'll never
have an abortion, I'll have my
baby and love him till the day he
dies.
J. Debagis

Stereo

To the Editor:
re: Mia "Maggie" Frachame and
"Frumps" ,
I am really terribly sorry that I
have inconvenienced you by not
fitting into one of your nice, neat,
little "boxes". I really understand
how hard it must be for you to
try to see people as people,
instead of by the length of their
hair, or their Greek symbols, so
that you can form your opinion
of them. After all, you might even
have to talk to one of us

" ob noxious" or "despicable"
(choose your put-down) people to
find out where we are really at.
There exiSt s on the campus an
underground, hard-core group of
non-conformists of which you,
even allowing your great
knowledge of the sociology of this
college, are probably not aware
of.
was
Greeks? No . We don' t fit in

~1-_ .__._ _.___,._~
y,a
o;u
u,.-Tiil'F■"iiih~-.:
c,a
attceg
oiro
o~,:--c:rv,,.,ein
ri-:1r-

plethora of abortions in the
February 11 issue.
An anti-auto theft advertising
campaign warns drivers not to
"help a good boy go bad" by
leaving key s in the ignition. The
basic idea behind this ad is
commendable . However, its
catch-phrase is condemnable. A
truly good boy would not yield to
the foolish urge to steal a car; by
generalizing boys as po tentially
bad , this ad spews sexual
prejudice . Furthermore, this
m essage from the Justice
Department demonstrates a
serious foible of American law
enforcement : the double
standard, based on sex , of

many of us belong to A.P.O., the
service frat. How does the labe
"un-greek" hit you? Freaks? Not
in your sense. Freak is a state of
mind , not dress. How about
" plain-clothes freaks?" Straight?
If that's a put-down, I can name
you a lot of " straights" who
would give you their right arm ;
whoever you are.
Begin to get the picture? None
of your labels apply . We are all of
these, and maybe in our own way ,
more. You can' t put a tag on us,
and put us into one of your little
pigeon-holes.
In short , babes, we are among
the freest people on this college.

We don' t have to wear costumes .
so people like you can categorize
us. We feel equally at home in the
T.V. Loung, Coffee House , Snack
Bar, or Browsing Room. So don' t
pass judgment on how
"obnoxious" or "despicable" we
are, when you have the gall to
insult anyone who doesn' t look
JUST LIKE YOU. Don't tell me
about "peace" and "love", or
"Power to the People" when you
are a walking monument fo
intolerance and social apartied.
We DO our thing , and just who
the hell are you , the alleged
apostle of "DOING YOUR OWN
THING," to tell us how to do it.
People like you, both the Right ,
Left Freak , Greek front, are
responsible for more hatred in this
world, than I care to mention.
When you categorize a person,
he isn't a person anymore. This
allowed Hitler to kill 6 million
"Jews", instead of 6 million
people. It allows the police to kill
niggers & hippies, instead of flesh
and blood human beings. It allows
the Panthers to kill "PIGS,"
instead of men with wives and
families. Dehumanize a person ,
give him a labe l instead o f a name ,"
a face , a family, parents and
lovers, and you can very easily
pull a trigger on him. We have
enough depersonalization in the
world without you adding any
more .
Babes, your categorizing
people into stereotypes puts you
right up their with Spiro T.
A_gnew
of effete snob s-,

.tntellectua

eunJchs

&

college..

bums fame). He pisses me off, and
so do you .
We remain frumply yours,
M. Tomaszewicz
S. Corris
J. Flaherty
D. Span
8. Marshall
C.R . Papirnik
M. Gurinko

B. Cronenberger

B. Hartung
J.Jenkins
F. Crecco Jr.
H. Cattle
L. Weber

Ed.'s note : The Independent may
not agree with all the articles, but
we give all people the right to
express their opinions. . . Babes.
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criminal
Manyjustice.
social libertarians
maintain that there is no such
·The opinions expressed in sitn.e d columns of this -spaper c1o ~
thing as a bad girl. This is because necessarily reflect the opinions of the editors. Nor is anything printed In tllls
paper, unless directly noted as such, to be taken as official policy or opinion of
th e y worship that sexually the college.
delinquent girl as a sacred
Ed itor-m
.
• -Chie f : Ed Nah a
. cow
and pervertedly condone cnme by
.
.M
R dd
. th Managing Editor: Kathy Renaud
Business Manager. aryann u y
f ema I es . C onsequen tl y,
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.
ff
e Arrninio Ina White
libertarian "new morality" and Ne~s Editor · · · · : · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · iann
Be~t Wetzler
the double standard of justice that Assistant News Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
y
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d
ff th Feature Editor ... .. ... ... . . . . .. ... ... . . ..... . ..Ro Robertson
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Ed.
Marylynn
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Assistant Feature 1tor .. . . .. ..... .. . . . .... .. .
hoo k have com b me to pro uce a
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Jan Dalziel Joan Minneci
de-facte woman's right to kill. Copy Edito rs · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
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Sue St. Pierre
This ' freedom
is strongly
Ed"
Tom O'Donnell
suggested by the current Sports ttor · ·. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
.
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.
Photography Editor . .... . .... . ... .. .. ... .. . . .. .. . . Dave Walsh
headbnes, and its presumption by Ad
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Lorraine Hill Mary Ann Leidell
cert~in radicals is reflected by Sec::~~:;~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ... . . . . . . . '..... Carol Doyle
then female saboteurs and Ad .
.
. . . , . ... James Jandrowitz
genocide of the unborn. Yes,
visor · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · _
Virginia Slims, there is a ·bad girl. Staff .·. . ... ... . .... . .. . .. . . . ... . . . Linda Phelan, Susan Cousins
All criminals, male and female,
Daphne Dickerson, Patti Ann Lee, Ed Mulkeen
must be dealt with equal severity.
Robert Abline , Ken Graf, Lena Welner
And the American public, instead
Joann Boyer, Jean Lizerman, R.C. Kluger
of retreating into its customary
Herbert Yardley , Gina Epstein , Janice Androkovitz
shelter of apathy, must alert itself
Janet Gartner , Vera Ann Auletta , Bob Burkhardt, Lois Abate
to tfi.e tragic symptoms of
Natalie Sullivan , Jane Wettrau, Roberta Solomon
decadence before it learns the
· Published every ·Thursday of the academic year. Deadline for material. is
hard way that sex and violence do the Friday prior to publication.
OFFICES: College Center - Phone : 355-01-74
not mix.
Member United States StudenfPress Association
Mike Hyduke
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The Great American L. .
Apocalypse rt
It has been disclosed that for
the past ten years . in Southeast'

Asia, North Vietnamese, South
Vietnamese and American
militaries have been disposfog of
bodies by dumping them into
nearby rivers and streams. For
quite some time, this created no
problems. Most of the bodies
found tqeir way out to the ocean,
well 11way from the Asian
continent.
But, as was inevitable, strong
currents carried the corpses across
thousands of miles of ocean to the
eastern shores of the United
State.s. As early as 1965 ,
prominent scientists were
predicting that war would
eventually pollute and destroy our
own' natural resources. Most
Americans refused to ake this
threat seriously and continued
about their daily business until
last month, when several hundred
corpses were sighted off the
Jersey coast.

becomes obvious that we must get
·· to the roots of the pollution and
eliminate it at its source.
In an inspiring and unified
effort, boy scouts and girl scouts
across the country have mobilized
themselves to clean up this
pollution scourge upon the face of
America, working around the
clock, raking up the beaches and
the riverbanks and piling the
bodies ne3tly aside.
Last week the American
Council of Ecologists presented to
the public several proposals for
the efficient reclamation of
almost half a million superflous
corpses:
1. Coat them with meled
indestructible plastic detergent
bottles and export them to the
Netherlands to levee up the dikes.
·2. Weight them down to the
bottom of the sea where they will
eventually fertilize the sandy
ocean floor into productive
mineral deposits.

Within one, week, thousands of
3. Use them as land fill in
badly decomposed bodies were presently vacant swamp areas,
pilg up along the beaches from opening up millions of acres for
Maine to Florida. Additional suburban housing developments.
thousands were finding their way
4. Those bodies clogging the
inland on rivers: The Hudson, the mouths of rivers have formed a
Delaware, the Charleston; inward, perfect delta area, creating
always inward. Bodies rushing desperately needed farm land,
over rapids, catching onto the which should be used to its fullest
1:ocks and boulders, floating into advantage.
drainage ditches in American
While the immediate crisis is
backyards, filling up the lakes and
being
remedied, many groups
ponds in state parks all over the
throughout the country are
countryside.
. looking ahead and taking
Americans finally understood measures to discover the actual
that the scientists had been right. source o f t he po11 ution and how
The water became polluted black to eliminate it. Congress was
with corpses, the air fogged with called together in an emergency
thedeathsmell , andthepeople meetrng
.
.
to prnpoint
the
turned on their attic fans and perpetrators and enact laws to
their air conditioners -and stayed protect t h e naturaI resources o f
indoors. Health officials were the American people.
forced to close down all
waterfront resort areas as far
Documented evidence was
inland as Salt Lake City, Utah.
presented which proved that the
The situation is growing corpses that were polluting the
increasingly bad as corpses American landscape were the
continue to drift in from the east. same corpses that were being
Experts predict that at the present dumped into the rivers in
rate of pollution, we will choke Southeast Asia. The mutilated
ourselves off within two years.
condition of the corpses indicated
Now that the initial shock is that death was not from nautral
over, the problem remains of how
to get rid of all the waste that is
coming upo~ us. The problem is
threefold : Fust of all we must
.
remove the vile stuff from our
(Continued from last week)
waterways because it is
. by Ro Rober~~" .
contaminating the air we breathe
Ma~strea~ of Rac.~cali~m
and there is the immediate danger
A third m1sconceptlon 1s that
of infection and plague. Secondly, t h e c ~ u n t er - cu 1tu r ~. is
wemustfindawaytodisposeof charact_e nzed~ythesamemil1tant
the rotting bodies, possibly by seculansm_which has ~een a usual
re-cycling them in a useful and eleme~ m ~he . mamst~ea~ ~f
constructive way. Finally, it Amenc~n rad1cal1sm. It 1s ~~me
~hat_ J_ust as the rehg10us
rnstltutlons had developed a
The sisters of AOT
so-called "~adical" inte~lectual
accommodation to seculanty, we
sorority cordially invited
should now be con~ron~ed_with a
any interested girls to their
counter-culture which 1s m fact,
Open Tea, Feb. 23,
and not just by historical analogy,
deeply religious. Again , Roszak's i
1971, from 7:00 to 8:30
pu~gent description is helpful. In
P.M ., at the Sloane
another Nation essay, "Politics of
Lounge.
the Nervous System" (April 1,
Refreshments will be
19 68) , he comments: "The
disse,1ting young have indeed got
served, so bring a friend!!
religion. It is not the brand of

causes; it would appear that these
people had been murdered. But,
as it was quickly pointed out by
several Congressmen, Southeast
Asia is in a state of war, and
therefore these people had not
been murdered , they had simply
died in war.
It seemed, at this point, that
the politicians had reached an
impasse. Due to the lack of
facilities for proper burial and
because of a critical shortage of
time , the war dead would
necessarily be dumped into
Southeast Asian rivers and then
inevitably jeopardize the lives of
Americans at home. Obviously,
Americans at home would never
really be safe until the war in
Southeast Asia was over, and at
this point, the impasse was
reached.
Many people feel that war is a
fact of life, that we must learn to
live with war, live around war.
These people feel that w:hat is
needed is strong legislation to
force the military to get rid of its
by-products in some way that will
neither involve nor disturb the
quality of life in America. Due to
the nature of war itself, this plan
does not seem feasible.
Several alternate plans have
been suggested among them:
L redirecting major ocean
current■ -

that

the

corp- -

will be deposited onto the
North and South poles.
2. setting up giant wind fans
in strategic places to disperse
the corpses away from
Amen·ca, preferably towards
the Commun1·st nations and the
non-free world.
3. pumping massive
amounts of di' si' nfectant bomb
1·nto Ame n·can waters to
neutralize the contaminating
effects of the corpses.
In a press conference today ,
President Nixon was quoted as
saying, "If all else fails, as a last
resort we may be forced to
interrupt our crusade against
the oppression of Communism;
we may have to give up our
fight for democracy - in
defense to Life."

By Bob Abline

A quote, a note, some random
comments and observations. No.
1. "The Liberal" by Robert A.
Brandreth. "I decided early to
lead a meaningful life, .. . to be
socially aware . . . so I spoke out
against Joe McCarthy . .. laughed
with Adlai . . . feared Barry
Goldwater . . . refused to back
L.B .J. . . . I questioned the
war . . . hate Nixon . . . and
Agnew too . . . now look at
me . .. I'm a cliche."

elimination of the Labor
Department will mean a similar
reduction in the power and
influence of the chairman of the
Senate Labor Committee who just
happens to· be . ..well you know
who.
No. 4. ·For those of you who
are not quite sure of why the
Supreme Court split in its decision
on the 18 year old vote, the
reason is not really hard to
discover. The Court , in a 5 to 4
decision said that it was within
the powers of Congr~ss to lower
the voting age in national
elections. However, by a similar 5
to 4 vote the Court denied that
Congress had power to lower the
voting age in state and local
elections. The Court' s decision
was based on the procedure by
which the law was being put into
force , rather than one on the
substance of the law itself.

No. 2. There are those who see
the "George McGovern for
President "move as an attempt to
slow down the Muskie steam
roller so that Sen. Kennedy can
regroup his forces in an effort to
get into the picture. Kennedy
apparently realizes that Nixon is
highly vulnerable and a Muskie
victory in 1972 may assure him
the spot of Chief Executive for
eight years, hence Kennedy will
not wait until 1976 to make his
bid for the Presidency. One
No. 5. Hardly a political
interesting comment about
matter, but nevertheless annoying
Muskie came from Washington
is the attitude of some of those
columnist David. S. Broder who , who frequent the Nancy Thomas
said that Muskie "treats any Library. With such more
question that is put to him as if it
comfortable places as the lounge,
is the main item on the National
the snack bar, W.illis Hall lobby,
Security Council agenda."
and the back seat of your car
No. 3. Everyone seems in available, it is simply amazing why
agreement that the Nixon students feel the urge to
propo-1 ~<> reel.-.. t.b.e Pecl.r•l
,c,onp. . . .t.. ~axi.a.ua ~
- m 'the
bureaucracy is quite a good idea. library to carry on their
However, there does exfst a fly in discussions and practice their
the ointment. Very few members musical instruments. One
of Congress are going to do very wouldn't really want to chalk it
much to see that the government up to a puerile, immature and
reorganization will be carried out. idiotic attitude on the part of
Why? Because of the threat to the some students, but there appears
vested interest groups. Take for to be no other explanation.
example our own illustrious
Senator, Harrison A. Williams. He
No. 6 . This writer is very much
is against the abolition of the in favor of student evaluation of
Labor Department, and its the staff which is currently
reorganization into other areas undergoing heated debate among
because, as he puts it " nothing faculty circles. While I do not
should be done to subvert the view the opportunity of
important role played by the teacher-evaluation as one in which
D e partment of Labor in the screws should be put to
protecting America' s workers." A professors, I do think that every
more realistic reason for Williams' student should be willing and
opposition is the fact that he is given the opportunity to criticize
now Chairman of the Senate members of the faculty who, for
Labor Committee, and the any variety of reasons, have not
, provided their students with a
course of study that appears to
have some degree of preparation,
some rele·vancy, and some
put is oversirnply, the youth of opportunity for individual student
the cou!1ter-cul~u~e'. h~~g research. Such an evaluation
broken with the mdiV1dualistlc, would not only give the student
rationalistic, skeptical tradition of the chance to put forth some
the last 300 years in favor ?f a input , but it would also give the
communal , personahst , faculty a chance to see exactly
" committed" life-style, now what those who have taken their
instinctively and usually course think about them. Since
unconsciously, search fo~ sacral every faculty member is indeed
foundations to sustam and given the opportunity to place an
celebrate their new identity. This evaluation on~ e student in the
quest for the sacred is, of course, form of a grade, the ~tudent
another sign of how deeply should alsoo e given the
alienated from th~ _immediate opportunity to do the same to an
cultural tradition the instructor. The only serious
counter-culture actually is.
doubts I have about this are (a)
Given then, this all too sketchy , some students will take it as an
picture of the counter-culture opportunity to do a hatchet•job
being created by our alienated on some professors, and (b) if the
youth, what does it augur for the • past is any measure then the
future of our society? Clearly it is questions asked will not really be
a risky de"'..'~}opment (although the . geared to give any meaningful
(Continued on Page )
evaluation.
9

cu Iture or countercuIture
religion that Billy Graham or
Willi~ Buckley would choose for
youth s crusade, but nonetheless
it is religion. What began with Zen
has . now rapi<l:1Y , perha?s · too
rapidly , proliferated mto a
phantasmagoria of exotic
religiosity." But l feel that
b_ecause the most __ flam_b oyant
signs of the new religious mterest
of youth are Eastern and
pop-E~st_ern, Roszak tends to see
the religion of the counter-culture
to e~clusively in antinoi;i:1ian_~nd
mystical terms. The
political
skin" of the counter-culture's
activists disguises another aspect
of its religious quest which is
more akin to that of the roving
bands of prophets in early Biblical
history who were concerned to
discover and celebrate the
"righteousness of the Lord," To

...
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The Psychology Behind The Success Of'Love Story'
by R.C. Kluger

A young Yale student seems to
have described "Love Story" most
accurately when he compared it
to Walt Disney's "Old Yeller."
"Only instead of a hound dog, a
girl dies" . Another pupil of Erich
Segal's labels it "Cutesy Dreck".
Interestingly enough, since the
"Love Story" phenomenon, Segal
has been an embarassment rather
than a boon to the academic
community there. A colleague is
repulsed by Segal's insatiable
publicity endeavors, stating that it
is downright indecent. For the
most part, Segal's book is
dismissed by Yale's intelligentsia
with either a sneer or a gag.
Before the publication of "Love
Story" , Segal had gained some
notoriety as the screenwriter of
" Yellow Submarine". Yalies
would take their dates past Segal' s
study and in hushed tones explain
that this is where the screenplay
was written.
" Love Story" was originally
written as a screenplay before
Segal decided to take a gamble
and have it published as a novel.
When he presented the screenplay
to Paramount Productions, one
noticeable change was made.
Jenny was first characterized as
being a poor Jewish girl from the
Bronx. Despite the enormous
popularity of "Goodbye
Columbus", Paramount evidently
decided that a Jewish girl would
be too "exotic" for the -average
movie-goer to identify with, even
if she is poor, lovable Jenny rather

than a rich, nasty Brenda: It is
strange how Segal did not have
the guts to refuse to change
Jenny's ethnic background, yet he
has the balls to appear on the
Dick Cavett Show and rebuke a
critic by comparing himself to
Euripides. After all, his early
works were accepted unfavorably,
also.
Although it has been said the
intelligence of the American
public has never been
underestimated, "I::,ove Story's"
remarkable success is still baffling.
It cannot be called even
semi-serious literature and is
barely readable according to critic
Vincent Canby. It is
unquestionably poorly written,
the characters are about as
substantial as Barbie-dolls, and
what is most infuriating is the way
Segal treats readers and
movie-goers alike, as if they were
Pavlovian dogs. His paragraphs are
like cues to respond to - This is
sad. Cry. Jenny is dying. This' is
tragic. Cry some more. I find this
sort of manipulation snide and
insiduous.
Some people might attribute
"Love Story's" popularity to the
new wave of Romanticism that
seems to be engulfing this era. But
"Love Story" does not rate as
Romantic literature. Would
anyone deem to compare "Love
Story" to Turgenev's "The
Torrents of Spring," or·Hudson's
"Green Mansions"?
Then why is "Love Story" so
successful? One appealing factor is

A Gulde fDr

Archeological Housekeeping
Ed : Hi, Mrs. Mattson, I came for
that interview you promised me
on housekeeping hints for married
students. I think it's good that
we're doing it here at your house.
I'll get the feel of how you
manage things that way. Oh, I'm
sorry, I guess I came at a bad
time. I see you're getting ready to
move.
Mrs. M: Move?
Ed: Well , all those things
around ....
Mrs. M: Well, yes. When you work
and go to school things do get out
of place. Here, let me give you a
hand. I meant to widen this
pathway to the couch. Sit down,
Ed. Where shall we start?
Ed : I was thinking of something
like "Hints from Heloise" but
now I'm not so sure.
Mrs. M: No, you're right, Ed.
Heloise and I are of different
schools when it comes to cleaning.
She worries about little things like
getting stubborn spots out. I take
a much larger view. After all,
didn't someone say "Dirt you
have always with you"?
Ed: No, that was the poor you're
thinking of, Mrs. Mattson. It's in
the Bible. Oh, are you musically
talented, Mrs. Mattson? I see you
have a piano.
Mrs. M: Where?
Ed: Over there under all those
magazines.
Mrs. M: Oh, I'm so glad you came.
We've been looking for that. I get
worried about things . like that. ·
Last semester someone in my
Greek civ. class asked Dr. Torchia
how cities got buried and-she said

it was partly a result of poor
housekeeping. I noticed after
mid-terms that we were starting to
lose the sunporch. We excavated
during semester break. You might
put that down. There hasn't been
much done on archeological
housekeeping.
Ed: Practically nothing. I'm not
quite sure how to go about this
Mrs. Mattson. We might find a
limited audience interested in
your particular methods.
Mrs. M: Do you think so? I did
want to help. Maybe you could
say that I'm in step with the
times. I always thought it was
fortunate that my career as a
student coincided with a national
trend toward sloppiness. A few
years ago I would have been called
slovenly. Now I pass as
fashionably uninterested in
middle America's preoccupation
with cleanliness.
Ed: I think we'll let the
housekeeping article ride for
awhile. That sort of thing can be
very trite anyway. We'll talk
about something else. Weren't you
doing a paper on the Nazis the last
time we talked?
Mrs. M: Yes, Ed, for that class I
took with Mr. Letterese, 'Baseball
Since 1970.'I never realized what
a big part baseball played in world
history. In the paper I correlated
the rise of the Nazis with the rise
of the New York Yankees in the
1930's.
Ed: I would never have thought of
that.
Mrs. M: Most people pass right
(Continued on Page 8)

that the book requires no thinking
and is so easy to understand, a
twelve-year-old could polish it off
in an afternoon. And let's not
dismiss Segal's shrewd publicity
sense, another crucial point. But
first and foremost, "Love Story"
is sheer escapism. Ollie Barrett is
the working girl's dream - rich,
handsome, and Harvard educated.
Aside from Jenny's tragic end, she
and Ollie encountered no hassles
during courtship and marriage,

except for a few cutesy-poo
quarrels.
Eveh Jenny's death is the
averagewoman's "hidden fantasy,"
claims : Richard Corliss in his
review i of the motion picture.
Instea~ of being emaciated and
ashenlqoking, ravaged by terminal
illness, ! Jenny is more beautiful
toward;s the end. How many
idealistic and romantic females
daydreiun about dying in the full
bloom : of youth and beauty,

leaving begind a man who will be
devoted eternally. What fun to be
a tragic heroine!
Undoubtedly, "Love Story"
will trigger off a chain reaction of
other 'Love Stories'. During the
late 1950's we had teenage death
songs such as ''Teen Angel" and
"Last Kiss." Most of the deaths in
these ditties were caused by car
accidents. Now it may range from
anything from mere pneumonia to
rabies. We'll see.

Seeking Roots Or. ..
Europe On 60' A Day
Part 1 GETTING THERE
by Roberta Solomon

and fifty dollars for roundtrip
fare, but once booked, the
Whether the ground hog saw reservations are unalterable and
his shadow or not is irrelevant. supposedly nontransferrable. If
The fact remains that spring will you get caught selling your return
untimately arrive, and with it, ticket, the airline has the right to
thoughts of the three glorious . confiscate your ticket. The
months of freedom (for those solution many seek is commonly
who are free from such known as Icelandic Airlines. They
middle-class traditions as jobs), offer a ten to forty-five · day
and thoughts invade your brain as extension plan, round trip for two
hundred ten dollars. That's less
to what to do with the time.
For many of you, the answer than it -would cost for a ticket to
will be EUROPE. The lure of California! You can sell your
what is · continental might ticket back for forty dollars, or
originate from the fact that be extend ; it by the week for small
you a Daughter of the American additional payments. A word of
Revolution or a direct immigrant, warning . . . Icelandic can afford
your ancestors probably date back to do this because they run
to somewhere in Europe. Maybe prop-jets. That means the flight is
we return to seek the roots to our somewhere around thirteen
family trees. Each person has hours . . . and they too have the
many reasons. Thousands of us expandable seats . . . what usually
rnia,rate evecy aummer. ao you'll

never be alone if you don't want
to.
First, you must toss out of the
window "Europe on Five Dollars
A Day," although these hints
sometimes pay off. But even five
dollars a day is a bit steep for
most of us. You'll want to see as
much as you can for as little cost
as possible.
Air-fare is really not that
much. If you want to board a
Boeing 747 and travel in style, it
will undoubtedly cost you the
same as the name . There are,
however, a considerable number
of alternatives, besides a
handkerchief and raft. Charter
flights are the most illusive to the
college student. They cost
somewhere around two hundred

Wanted:
Camp
Counsellors and Specialists
at outstanding co-ed camp
in Pocono Mountains.
Salary range $250
$1000 plus full
maintenance for eight
week season. RECRUITER ON CAMPUS
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY
19TH FROM 9:30 AM 3:30 PM
IN THE
ALUMNI LOUNGE
STUDENT CENTER
BUILDING. For further
information write or call
YMHA - YWHA camps,
589 Central Ave., East
Orange, N.J. 07018
&J7-7070

.oa,a cwo,

11:hcy

sorne---.now expand

to accomodate three people.
Flying Icelandic, you have the
opportunity to stay awhile and
visit Iceland. It isn't quite what it
sounds like. Admittedly, when
you get off the plane all there is
for miles and miles around are

glaciers and lava plateaus . .. and
an American Air Force
Installation. The country has a
total population of 200,000
people. There is a c.ertain quality
of beauty in its nakedness ... that
uncluttered space which man
hasn't yet gotteri around to
polluting. The natives are friendly
and welcome strangers. They have
to! Tourists are their major
contact with the rest of the world.
Their language is still the pure
Nordic spoken thousands of years
ago by the Vikings.
Their major industry is fishing,
and a smorgasboard of fish
delicacies would be over one
hundred varieties . . . their prison
has only three walls ... sunrise in
February is about 11 A.M., sunset
at about 3:30 P.M .... it is tru\y
the land of the midnight sun . ..
amidst their glaciers are streams of
steamy geysers, giving Iceland its
slogan,_"Land of Fire and Ice."
You needn't stay more than
two days. By then you've seen it
all. Onto the continent . . . next
week, what to bring and how to
travel.

American PEACE Fla1
q" X 15"

$1.50

Please !'end me
Quan.
_American PEACE Flag $1.50 ~ach
_

ECOLOGY Flag

$1.50 E11ch

Name

Address
City

State

Zip

(lt,ail Checks, or ~,oney Order to Egan Records.

GPO Box 2997. NYC NY 10001)
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Be.~ . g ~~ h 2ot1t,
you can do something useful
with your empty beverage bottles
and aluminum cans.
(And get paid for them too.)
The Coca-Cola Bottling Company of New York announces the most
far-reaching collection and recycling program ever undertaken.
•

t;

Starting March 20th at seventeen of our bottling
plants in the New York metropolitan area, we will
reclaim for cash any beverage bottle or aluminum can.

Why we 're doi,ng this. The amount of refuse our communities
are required to collect and dispose of has reached staggering
proportions. We're running out of places to dump-and
incineration often pollutes the air.
What's worse-we're throwing away much that can be
reused. But our sanitation departments aren't equipped to
separate recyclable waste. Each individual will have to do
that. And our city governments have enough to do without
setting up reclamation centers. Food stores can only collect
returnable bottles. But somebody has to do something about
non-returnable
bottles and aluminum cans. We felt since we
I
were the largest bottling company in the ·area it was up
to us to take the lead in our industry.
And quite honestly, it's up to you to follow.
If you separate your beverage bottles and cans, if you
collect them and bring them in to our reclamation centers,
the idea works. And make no mistake about it, this is a good

idea. The glass bottles are ultimately crushed and the glass
reused .
The aluminum is melted down to make new cans-helping
to preserve our national resources.
We'll announce shortly which seventeen of our bottling
plants will have reclamation f~cilities. And we hope that
others in our field-or allied fields-will set up similar
operations. Because hundreds of reclamation centers will
ultimately be necessary. We'd like to see community groups
organize and collect and reclaim bottles and cans. Aud we'll
be happy to share our plans with anyone who wishes to join
in this important venture.
Beverage bottles and aluminum cans only account for a
small percentage of our solid waste. But there are millions
of dollars worth of bottles and cans being thrown away each
year in our area. If we make a start here, if we all cooperate
in this, we will have taken a significant step in solving one
of the most important ecological problems of our day. And
the problem must be solved. Charles E. F. Millard
President

The Coca-Cola Bottling Com~y of New York, Inc.
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Archeological Housekeeping
(Continued from Page 6)

by Ed Naha
overly
keyboard including
Royal
I guess it's inevitable that auspicious solo on
there's going to be some Festival Hall Organ.
It would seem that Emerson's
confusion between EMERSON,
LAKE, AND PALMER (Cotillion influence is distinct in the group
SD 9040) and MC DONALD AND since one of most dominant
GILES. There is no comparison sounds on the album is his
between the two, however for keyboard work, ala Nice, replete
there is little or no similiarities in with surges and classical runs.
the style and/or mood of the two
There are two tracks on the
records. Mc Donald and Giles' album which come very close to
debut album is filled with joyful straight rock. The first one, "The
music, music that ranges from Barbarians," serves as a rather
simple to majestic, but is never lumbering opener for side one.
overbearing. Of the two albums, I "Knife-Edge," in direct contrast,
prefer this one.
is completely successful and
EMERSON, LAKE AND contains an amazing amount of
PALMER, on the other hand, is drive {which you wouldn't
more sophisticated, complex, and imagine the group as having
is not as much fun. Don't let this judging solely from cuts played on
statement throw you, although the radio.)
the mood of the album is rather
Since the album leans heavily
stately, the music is excellently towards instrumentation, there is
performed. E,L,&P, a fragmentary little or no vocalizing to be found.
group composed of the When it does appear, though, it is
ex-members of King Crimson, and impressive. "Take A Pebble" uses
Atomic Rooster, leans towards a a wee bit of voice, as does
pseudo-classical interpretation of "Knife-Edge" (which features the
jazz-rock. This can be easily seen more of the two); but by far , the
in two of the longer cuts on the best of the lot is the excellent
album, "Take a Pebble" (12 :32), "Lucky Man." This song, penned
and "The Three Fates" (7:46). by Lake, brings the album to an
Bo th works display Keith appropriate and low key ending,
Emerson' s awesome skills on with a light folk arrangement and

For Underground T~eachers
by Janet Wilson ,.
Here is another tool for those of you serious about education and those of you insistent upon burrowing fr~m within ._ Something
called The Teacher Paper has done us the service of gettmg together
,-.__ " ' - G - \ \ \ a - - . - .

.

Lots of unbelievable stuff goes on in schools, and it's hard for
sensitive and child-centered teachers to deal with all of it. (It' s like
being a soldier helplessly watching civilians getting zapped.)
Few Ed. majors know what they're in for. If they do , they're
either natural dictator-misanthropes, just plain dumb, have super egos
(i.e. "I can ·beat the system!"), or have never gone near a traditional
school.
Some of the guerilla tactics listed below will give a picture of
what teachers and kids alike are faced with and suggest possibilities of
dealing with it all. They' re reprints from the Manual. (Copyright 1969,
1970 by The Teacher Paper, 3923 S.E. Main , Portland, Oregon 97214
and reprinted by permission.) The full 162 item Guerilla Manual, with
the poster "Administrator Obsoletus" on the back, can be obtained for
35c from The Teacher Paper.
3. File a suit against compulsory attendance laws.
5. Have your English classes correct all office memos and return
them.
10. Arrange ACLU presentations on a-cademic freedom for
teachers.
12. Interest the local bar association in legal services for kids.
23. Post walk-on-the-left signs in the halls.
32. Arrange for a no-adults area for kids.
47. Give a kid a day off if his parent comes to school.
52. Demand that doors be placed on the commodes in the
student cans.
57. Make a tape of the racist remarks in the faculty lounge and
turn it over to the local Black Panthers.
80. Get a bullhorn and shout back down the hall.
84. Bring in a community person at least once ·a week to teach, or
watch, or take notes.
85 . Let your kids sit where they want (floor not excepted).
101. Plaster the faculty bulletin board with mind-bending articles
about schools, books, plays, politics, movies, meetings, pot parties, etc,
113. Refuse to teach more than 20 kids in the first three grades.
116. Make a deal with the office: you won' t use the PA if they
won' t.
133. Help students raise money for second-hand sofas, chairs,
rugs, etc., and throw out all the plumbing-pipe-and-plastic furniture in
the classroom.
140. Invite your principal to your class every day. Invite him to
teach a class.
142. Begin your next job interview by shouting "I don' t take shit
from anybody!"
147. Ban plastic (coffee cups, chairs, desks, food . . .).
152. Decipher the dress code.
153. Arrange for a student lounge.
155. Carpet the halls.
,
156. Allow singing in the halls.

satiny vocals.
EMERSON, LAKE, AND
PALMER, is a group composed of
.three extremely talented
musicians and this album proves
it. Yet, despite its devistating
power to awe the listener, there is
a certain mechanical quality to it
that can't be overlooked, a
stiffness that is always present but
is never recognizable. After a
while, you find yourself listening
rather complacently for another
piano ride and checking the album
jacket to see what comes next.
Nonetheless, EMERSON,
LAKE, AND PALMER is a more
than welcome respite from the
musical excretion that's been
bombarding the ears of late.
The name Paul Butterfield is
not exactly a household word , but
he's almost a living legend in the
realm of blues musicianship. The
slick Chicago blues sound he
started belting out on record
about six or seven years ago is
often emulated by rock groups on
the way up, mostly without
success.
Well, Butterfield is still going_
strong, although his style has
changed a bit. The flashy guitar
work of Bloomfield and Elvin
Bishop (flashy?) are long gone,
and Paul's controversial horn
section is still around; and
Butterfield as he sounds today can
be heard on LIVE (Elektra
7E-2001).
LlVE shows the definite
transition of the Blues Band from
purist blues of a few years back to
their newer sound, that of r and b
with touches of jazz thrown in.
Butterfield's gutsy harp playing is
still there, and he' s wilder than
ever, but the music has been
refi~dabh,Wsootasrauoc~~
the old "Shake Your Money
Maker" days.
Butterfield is a fine singer, and
on this album , he is aided by Rod
Hicks and Gene Dinwiddie. Most
of the songs are original
compositions by the band, but a
couple of old standards, "Driftin'
and Driftin' ," and "Born Under a
Bad Sign," are included to rehash
memories of the good old days.
There's some nice guitar work,
by Ralph Walsh on the album, and
the horn arrangements are done in
a way that adds to the total
sound. reputation and respect
they have in today' s music world.
by Jan Dalziel
For all you Mozart lovers,
JUPITER (RCA VICS - 1366) is
THE album to get! Fritz Reiner
and his well-known group , the
Chicago Symphony (not to be
confused . with Chicago Transit
Authority) have put together a
tight , well structured, and
thoroughly enjoyable album. It's
raunchy, yet romantic ; driving
rock, yet subtly sublime.
There are just not enough
superlatives to describe what is .
probably Mozart' s most has one
one of the strongest horn sections
going. (Fritz really knows his
stuff). The second song is for you
incurable romantics; it almost
makes you want to cry. The
beautiful, slow-mo_ving melody
(Continued on Page 9)

over it. But there were striking
similarities. The Nazis had their
"Brown Shirts" and the Yankees
had "Murderer's Row". I could go
on and one.
Ed: Don't. Did you do any other
papers?
Mrs. M: I did a long research
paper for Dr. Shenis on Marsiglio
of Padua. It was almost sixty
pages long.
Ed: He must have been pleased
with that.
Mrs. M: Not really. He flipped
through my five page bibliography
and said, "I see you've missed the
really big one, Mrs. Mattson; the
one Previte-Orton did on Marsiglio
as a Student Council
representative at the University of

Padua."
"But, Dr. Shenis, the only
copy in existence is in a library in
occupied Germany and Ws
written in Linear B." ·
"That would never stop a good
student, Mrs. Mattson."
"Yes, of course, I'll be on the
12:05 flight out of Kennedy."
Ed: You really put a lot into your
papers don't you?
Mrs. M: Yes. But I ran out of time
at the end and still had a paper
left to do on Plato and another
one on Campus Governance for
Dr. Weiss. Actually it worked out
very well. I combined the two.

Ed : Would you like to explain
that?
Mrs. M: I was supposed to make
suggestions for improvements in
campus governance so I suggested
we put Plato's republic in
operation here on campus. I don't
think that's been done before
anywhere.
Ed: Probably not. What did Dr.
Weiss say?
Mrs. M: He thought we might run
into a few snags with the State
Budget Committee for things we'd
need like the X-ray machine.
Ed: X-ray machine?
Mrs. M: Yes. Plato felt people's
occupations should depend on
where their soul was located under the chest, in the chest or in
the head. In this day they had to
guess. I thought we could
eliminate the guesswork. Instead
of College Boards students would
be X-rayed and told what their
major should be. Then, or course,
Dr. Weiss would have to have new
letterheads made up with
Philosopher-King on them instead
of President and there would be
some other small changes.
Ed: Well, as usual this has been
enlightening, Mrs. Mattson. I'll be
going now - No, don't get up. I'll
just climb over the back of the
couch and crawl across this
rubble. It looks pretty firmly
fixed.

F arinworkersStruggle For

Justice

The farmworker's "Huelga!" courts, in an attempt to squelch
has moved to a new and critical the valid aspirations of the
stage with the successful . 750,000 farmworkers in
completion of the grape strike last California. The ever oppressive
summer. That five year struggle Department of Defense has
was only the beginning of the entered the battle on the side of
e f f O r t s O f c al i f O r n i a' s the growers, as it did in the grape
farmworkers to attain the justice, strike, purchasing 30% of its
dignity and living wages due all lettuce for the Army from Bud
peoples.
Antle Co., one of the main targets
The boycott of all non-union of the boycott. Bud is the second
lettuce now being led by Cesar largest grower and shipper of
Chavez and the United Farm lettuce in the world and is now
Workers Organizing Committee being supported almost entirely
(UFWOC) , AFL-CIO, began in by our tax dollars, with a little
late summer and is gaining help from our friends at the DoD.
mo men tum. However, the
A classic situation has
boycott (one of the few developed : not just big guys vs.
non-violent, effective weapons the the underdog, but the exploitative
farmworkers have at their and unresponsive forces of
disposal) and the efforts at Corporate America arrayed
u n i O n i z at ion and self - against the people. The situation
determination have met strong offers a definition of oppression
resistence. The growers and ◄ in the U.S.
growers associations, as well as
Some of the facts on the
some of America's corporate condition of farmworkers
giants (Dow Chemical, Bank of underscore the extent of this
America) have mobilized vast oppression. Farmworkers
resources including the California
·. (Continued on Page 9)

..

Shangri-La Wine is:
a} all of the above;
b} none of the above;
c} insufficient information.
Sh.angri-La Wine.
99¢ a fifth at your liquor store.
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Farmworkers
Struggle
(Continued from Page 8)

problems, through our consumer
constitute the most underpaid power, our time and energy and
labor group in . the country, our desire to end oppression will
averaging $2,400 per year. Yet the the farmworker's struggle have a
value of lettuce, just one of the chance of success!
crops. they work in California and
Organizing has already begun
Arizona (together producing 85%
in
the Elizabeth area thrqugh a
of U.S. lettuce), exceeds 200
million dollars. Although most of boycott committee. We've
the wqrk is seasonal, no leafletted in Rahway, Union,
unemployment insurance is Clark and talked with chain store
available . to farmworkers. managers all over the eastern half
Moreover, the backbreaking of the country. Last month we
nature of the field work, and the had 50 people on a picket line at
callous failure of growers to Ft. Monmouth and we've been
provide adequate housing, writing and speaking to church
sanitation facilities and protection and community organizations.
from dangerous pesticides means The work that remains to be done
that farmworkers are unable to is enormous and we will need any
maintain basic standards of and all help we can get. If you
health. The average life span is 49 want to know more about the
years (70 for the rest of the boycott or the committee's
country) and infant mortality activities, or if you have time,
rates are 36% higher than in other skills or money to share, contact
us at the Peace Center, 249 Morris
occupational groups.
Ave. Elizabeth or call 355-4333.
Yet those who most need the
Look for the Farm Workers Aztec
machinery of government to
eagle. BOYCOTT NON-UNION
assure union recognition and to
LETTUCE!
require good faith collective
bargaining are specifically
Rick Wiebush
excluded from the National Labor
Relations Act. Thee de facto Elizabeth Area Boycott Committee
249 Morris Ave.
unionization of a farm can
Eliz. N.J. 355-4333
therefore be legally ignored by the
Peace Center
growers and the courts.
Instead of correcting the basic
injustice, that of refusal to
recognl~e the farrnw.orkers unlon,
companies like lfod Antle·
compounded it by signing
(Continued from Page 8)
"sweetheart" contracts with
envelopes one with a sense of
Teamster locals. These contracts
well-being.
favor the growers, providing them
with a union of their choosing,
If you want some light-hearted
lacking health, seniority and job
music, "Song Number 3" is IT .. .
security benefits, and enabling just glide along with the melody
them to partially deceive the
and concentrate on the strings and
public and to keep the almost basso continuo (which
farmworkers powerless. Most Bach made famous and suddenly
important, these sweetheart went out of style a few years
contracts allow the courts to later.)
dismiss the struggle as merely a
But by far the BEST ( and
jurisdictional battle between two
unfortunately shortest) song on
unions. What is ignored is the fact
JUPITER is "Song Four." This is
that the workers themselves were
never consulted as to what union
where Fritz and gang really "get it
they wanted to belong.
all together" and rip it off! Good
This is the central issue in the
vibes all the way . ..
lettuce boycott. Time and again
the farm workers have made it
JUPITER will no doubt
clear that they look upon Cesar
become one of the "classic"
Chavez and the UFWOC as their
albums of all time (especially in
leader and their union. They are
W. Ted Hoyle's Music Survey
engaged in a battle for more than
classes.) It is one of the most
just money. Like poor, oppressed
enjoyable albums of all time, and
people throughout the world they
Fritz and gang are truly at their
are engaged in a basic best. A must for all Mozart fans.
self-determination struggle. They
Two other albums you might
want organized strength in a
enjoy are MOZART'S
union that is close to them and is GREATEST and MOZART AND
responsive to their needs and
HA YON HAVE A JAM SESSION.
hopes, something the Teamsters
cannot do and which the growers
will not recognize unless they are
forced to.
These are the reasons for the
Special note to art people:
lettuce boycott. The problems of
at 7 :30 - 9 the evening of the
poverty, and racism, (90% of
25th (CSS 103) a group of
farmworkers are members of
recently graduated students
minority groups, largely Mexican
will discuss their "initiation"
- American), of exploitation,
into teaching for their I st, 2nd,
repression, and powerlessness are
or 3rd years in the field, and .
all merged in this one issue. Only
hopefully go into some
as the sale of non-union lettuce is
reactions they have to "the
stopped will the growers sign with
open classroom" ideas in terms
UFWOC. Only as people all over
of i~aching art to children.
the country speak to these

-Newsaumls

Notice

Counterculture
(Continued from Page 5)

continued drift of the traditional
culture might, in fact, be even
riskier), which could either bring
our society into a more humane
and expressive culture than we
have ever known or subvert our
present cultural institutions
without having the strength or
wisdom to develop viable
alternatives. On the other hand, it
is ominous indeed that the youth
movement which Garrison found
most closely resembles our own in
its quest for the sacred is that of
Germany in the '30s. This should
not be surprising: the sacred can
be either holy or demonic, and it
is not always easy to distinguish
the one from the other. On the
other hand, the counter-culture
has awakened in all of us a
recognition of the sterility of
much of the traditional culture
and hope for a more fulfilling and
humane cultural style. Suddenly
many of us are discovering that
we too are, to a greater or lesser
degree, alienated from the
rationalistic, skeptical,
constrained, and individualistic
life-style to which our culture
seems to have condemned us. Our
hope is the youth movement, that
the counter-culture might just
develop the vigor and poise
necessary to humanize our major
cultural institutions.
Turning now to higher
education, if Roszak is correct in
arguing that "against the
traditional Cartesian cogito, with
its blunt, initial assertion of
individualist

and

logicality,

counter-culture

dispassionate discipline ; or, . desacralized, and relativized, man
through a courageous and has again undertaken the quest for
sustained effort of imagination, a the sacred. The scene has shifted
new style of education which is at under our feet! Warning college
once analytical and integrative, chaplains of this changing scene in
detached and committed, will be a New Republic article, "Student
invented. The invention of this Chaplains" (Jan. 7, 1967), Paul
new style of education should be Goodman might have been
the most pressing task of higher • addressing the whole church:
education.
"Chaplains who say that the
Finally, what is the role of the students are interested in action
Church in relation to the but not in religion should ponder
counter-culture? Ideally the the implications of the student
Church should help to bring to word 'commitment.' In my
self-consciousness and creative opinion, -the chaplains are
focus the religious quest which is themselves bewildered, and the
such an important part of the more 'liberal' and 'modern' they ·
counter culture. But in recent have been by disposition and
: ye a rs, e specially under the training, the more odd the
influence of Bonhoeffer's theological scenery looks. For the
interpreters, the Church has tried 'liberal' trends have not only
to shrug off this symbolic failed to prevent but have
function. The implicit strategy has furthered the catastrophic crisis of
been to replace an embarrassing dehumanization."
religious identity with a
psychological or political one.
It is ~)ear that if the Church
Now we can begin to see (and no cannot help the counter-culture to
one is more surprised than I am) celebrate existence in the symbols
that Bonhoeffer was wrong, that of its tradition - in symbols
homo reliosus is, in fact, one of which are, I would affirm,
the abiding definitions of man . commensurate with the mystery
Our "radical" theologians assured and complexity of existence even
us that an ever-deepening and ' though their power is now
self-sustaining secularism was the problematic - then we may be
inevitable course of the future and committing the young by default
we scurried to adapt to this to a symbolic resolution of their
emerging scene. But now we quest, which is not only
discover (what Becker predicted personally less satisfying but also,
in 1957) that as our ruling values as history has shown, culturally
h av e b e com e o rd in a r y , demonic.

the

opposes

community and visionary
aspiration," then we should
expect the counter-culture to be
in conflict with higher education
- that cultural shrine of the
Enlightenment. There is, of
course , conflict aplenty, and it is
not simply a conflict over
institutional power which a little
political reorganization will solve
(although the students sometimes
seem to be saying this), but a
much deeper conflict of opposing
cultural assumptions which takes
a great effort of imagination even
to grasp. The traditional
intellectual style of higher
education is analytical and
morally detached; it assumes that
"truth" is enormously complex
but ultimately inert and that,
th ere fore, an increasingly
microscopic and fragmentary
rationality is needed to unravel it
and that only a strict posture of
moral detachment will avoid
compromising its essential
inertness. The counter-culture,
however, is evolving an integrative
and morally committed
intellectual style; its members
assume that ''truth" is finally
unitive (albeit . mysterious) and
alive, and that, therefore,
successively larger, more inclusive
perceptions of reality must be
discovered and that only moral
engagement is responsive to its
essential sentience. The clash of
cultures here is portentous: the
Enlightenment may . ultimately
prevail and make the
counter-culture look in retrospect
like nothing more than a
momentary romantic madness;
however the counter-culture may
prevail, entirely subverting the
tradition of careful analysis and

Today is H.rolds birthday.

Thisishis~

·- K~;;~,;,H;,,~; Leona:d Frey, Cliff Gorman,
Laurence Luclcinbill, Peter White, Robert La Tourneaux

THU~Si>AY,
-

FEB.~~~
' __· __ _

Our kisses ._
take you.
Shangri-La Wine.
99¢ a fifth at your llquor store.

'ti
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SECOND SEMESTER FREE UNIVERSITY COURSES
Open to faculty, students, and friends. Time, date and place information not provided here will be
announced in the next INDEPENDENT and will be available in the STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE.

ALL COURSES ARE SCHEDULED TO BEGIN THE WEEK OF MONDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1971

No. 1 ~~!~A ~N~~~ucTION

FOR
BEGINNERS
AND
ADVANCED
STUDENTS. AN INTEGRATED APPROACH TO THE RESTFULLNESS
ACHIEVED
THROUGH
YOGA
BY
COMBINING
EXERCISES,
CHANTING AND MEDITATION.
GUIDE: DINA CETRULO
THURSDAY , l : 40 P.M.
CAMPUS SCHOOL, ROOM 118

NO. 2

NATURAL FOODS- AN INSTRUMENT OF
EVOLUTION AND REVOLUTION

NO. ]

A PRACTICAL APPROACH TO ORGANIC LIFE STYLE; WHERE TO
OBTAIN ORGANIC FOODS; GUIDELINES FOR SAFE SUP~RMARKET
SHOPPING; CREATION OF ORGANIC FOOD CO-OP.
GUIDE : TO BE ANNOUNCED
DAY & TIME: TO BE ANNOUNCED

NO. 3

TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION
THIS

TECHNIQUE

AS

TAUGHT

BY

MAHARISH

MAHESH

THIS COURSE WILL BE PROVIDED ONLY IF THERE IS SUFFICIENT
RESPONSE.

snF-HYPNos1s
THEORY AND PRACTICE RELATING TO INDUCTION TECHNIQUES,
SELF - INDUCTION
PROCEDURES,
RENEWAL
AND
REINFORCEMENT
FORMULAS,
EXAMPLES
OF
PROPER
FORMULATION OF SUGGESTION FOR SELF-IMPROVEMENT.
GUIDE : DON MAROUN
MONDAY, 1:40 p. m .

NO. 5

COURSE ON WOMEN
A COMING TOGETHER OF THOSE INTERESTED IN DEVELOPING A
CONSCIOUSNESS OF WHAT BEING A WOMAN IS, THROUGH THE
EXPLORATION AND SHARING OF EACH PERSON'S EXPERIENCES,
FEELINGS, ROLES, RELATIONSHIPS, SOCIETAL POSITIONS, ETC.
WHAT LIBERATION CAN MEAN.
GUIDE : JANET WILSON
TUESDAY, 7 : 00 p. m.

HOMOSEXUALITY: A CONTEMPORARY VIEW
THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO EXPLORE OBJECTIVELY THE
PSYCHOLOGICAL,
SOCIAL,
CULTURAL,
AND
HISTORICAL
ASPECTS OF HOMOSEXUALITY. GUEST LECTURERS - FROM THE
FIELDS OF ANTHROPOLOGY, AND SOCIOLOGY, LAW, THEOLOGY,
AND PSYCHIATRY, AND REPRESENTATIVE HOMOSEXUALS •
PROVIDE STUDENTS WITH FACTS ABOUT AND A
BETTER
UNDERSTANDING OF HOMOSEXUALS AND THEIR LIVES.
GUIDE..~ DICK GRIFFO&. G.UEST LE.CTURE.~S.
DAV & TIME , TO BE ANNOUNCED

YOGI

E1'1AQ i.:s;; ON!.. TO DISPOSE oi= Ni;;:Rvous Ti.:NSION AND GAIN
A'WAR'EN£S'S O'F ON£"5 SOURC~ OF CRl!.AT1VE 1NTELLIGENCE.

No. 4

No. 6

DRUG CULTURE IN THE NEW AGE

THIS COURSE WILL EXAMINE THE CRITERIA AND POTENTIAL OF
DRUG
USE
AS
NEPTUNE
ENTERS SAGITTARIUS.
RECENT
IN STATE DRUG LAWS WILL BE STUDIED WITH A VIEW
'TOWARD IMPROVEMENT.
,
GUIDE : TERRY MONTGOMERY
TUESDAY, 1 : 40 p.m.

JCHANGES

No. 8 THE
PoErRv woRKsHoP
DIRECTION
OF

THE
POETRY
COURSE WILL BE
COMPOSITIONAL. IT WILL CONCENTRATE ON LEARNING POETRY
BY WRITING AND RELATED DISCUSSIONS ,
GUIDE : WILLIAM R . BROWN
THURSDAY, 7:30 P.M.

NO. 9 DANCE MOVEMENT- BODY AWARENESS

EXPLORATION OF DANCE MOVEMENT AS AN AVENUE
SENSORY AND COGNITIVE AWARENESS OF THE BODY.
GUIDES: JULIA HURD, KATHY HAVEL AND
STEVEN IANNACONE
MONDAY, 3 P. M .

TO

No. 10 Music
LISTENING TO GOOD MUSIC WITH GOOD PEOPLE.
GUIDES : BOB DI FERNANDO AND JOHN FURY
THURSDAY, 7:30 P.M.
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RETURN THIS FORM TO: DON MAROUN, STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE

FREE UNIVERSITY.
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ADDRESS .... ... . . ...... . ......... . . .... .. . . . .... . ......... . .... .

l.

J1

w

NAME . . .... .. .. . ...... . . . ................. . .... ... ... . .......... .
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COLLEGE MAILBOX . . ... . . .. .. . . . . . . .. ..... . TELEPHONE ...........: ........ .
'
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COURSE NUMBER

1........ No. 2 ........ No. 3 ........ No. 4 ........ No. 5 ....... .
0

ALL COURSE OFFERIN::·:~·~·~~:~:·~·~~;:~·~·~~·E: ~ : ;··~·~::~:·~~-~
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February 18, 1971

Squii-es Drop ·Two
by Michael J. Cleary

The Squires had a rough time
last week dropping two contests,
one away -at Glassboro 79-64 and
home on · Friday to Paterson
85-70. In the Glassboro game the
Squires were outclassed but
managed to keep the score
somewhat close. The high point of
the game came with 4 minutes
gone in the first half as Charlie
Russo of Glassboro scored his
thousandth point. This provided
most of the excitement of · the
evening as Glassboro maintained a
12 point edge till the end of the
game. Wilbur Aikens had a good
night ·scoring 2 1 to lead all
scorers. Danny Pows added 15
points while Glassboro' s Al
Szolack led the Prof scorers with
15.
The JV Squires fell to
Glassboro 70-38. Ron Lacko and
Bill Stork led the J.V. scorers.
Friday night Newark State
hosted the Paterson Pioneers
before the largest crowd of the
year. The Squires put together a
very good effort led by Dan
Pocus, Wilbur Aikens and Bob
Lamken and led at halftime
40-38. The second half was close ·
and the lead changed hands
several times. The turning point
came when playmaker Sandy
Green fouled out and Dan Pocus
hurt his knee and was forced to
~

QC..e\.\.n.e,s.. ~a..'-.e<r.-&On. -0..ga.n..
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The schedule for each sport has

been released and each coach is
hopeful that their team will have a
successful season. The coaches are
Mr. Waterman, lacrosse, Mr.
Bakker, baseball, Mr. Cullen, golf,
and Mr. Auffessor. A preseason
look at each team will be done in•
the next several issues of the
INDEPENDENT to allow the
students a look at the strong as
well as the weak points of each
team.

.Schedule s:
BASEBALL

NEWARK.ST.
Aikens
Huff
Pocus
Greene
Lamken
Miller
Borchers
Herman

G
6
2
IO
1
4
0
0
3

F
7
2
4
2
3
0
0
0

T
19
6
24
4
11
0
0
6

PATERSON
Hipp
Lukach
Lewis
Cousins
Cardamone
Beaman
Tanger
Goodwin

G
4
7
11

5
2
0
2
2

F
1

I
4
3
0

T
9

15
26
13
4

5

5

3
2

7
6

Student Needs
(Contil1ued from Page 3)

Squirettes

Consequently, and perhaps
rightly so, they are a thorn in the
side when comparing them to
Men's Basketball. They don't
swear outrageously up and down
the. court; and they seldom end up
throwing punches. Simply stl!!ed..,_
the girls do what the boys should
be doing; playing basketball.

Practice Starts
The 1971 Spring sport season
has arrived with the beginning of
practice in four intercollegiate
sports,' baseball, lacrosse, tennis
and golf. Mr. Waterman stated
that if any student is interested in.
coming out for any one of the
teams, the student should come to
his office in the gym to fill out an
application.

The stuoents also nao an
from flying foreign-made opportunity .to talk with Pan Am
Aikens and Bill Herman kept it
supersonic transports into the executives, including President
close. However Paterson began to
United States if Congress vetos Najeeb E. Halaby, who explained
dominate with its superior height ·
funds for a U.S. SST. They the purpose of the seminar.
and finished strong to clinch its
"Pan Am is a 43-year-old
explained that the U.S.
11th win. Dan Pocus led Newark
Government has no right to company in the process of
State with a strong 24 point effort
exercise such a control over rejuvenating itself," he said. "Part
and received help from Wil Aikens
of this process involves being in
foreign carriers.
and Bobby Lamken with 19 and
Those who favored banning the touch with the young and learning
11 respectively. Big Leroy Lewis SST from the United States cited what your needs are."
led Paterson State with 29 points as their reasons environmental and
The seminar was conducted by
and Gary Lukach had 15 to top safety factors.
Pan Am's Marketing Development
the Pioneers.
The students agreed that price Department, under Vice President
is most important when choosing Dan Colussy, which is making a
The J.V. Squires fell again to an airline, although almost all said continuing effort to discover ways
Paterson 75-51. Newark was led they were aware that airlines of meeting the needs of today's
by Ron Lacko and Chris differ in terms of service, youth.
Holderlin.
employees' attitudes and type of
The day-long seminar was a
success frm the students' point of
aircraft.
The students represented a view, too. Time and again, the
cross section of the student students told the moderators how
market, including state surprised they were that Pan Am
by Luis Sanchez
universities and private colleges, was really interested and
What can be said of Women's and parochial and predominantly concerned with their opinions and
basketball at NSC that hasn't black universities.
problems. Typical of the overall
unofficially been said; that the
Almost 75% of the students reaction was one student's
girls don't really play that well; had flown overseas at least once. comment that he had originally
that they lack something, but Many were experienced intended to disappear and see
can't be pinpointed as to what it international travelers who had New York after lunch, but he got
is; that they shouldn' t be playing
made five or more trips in the last so interested he decided to stay
ball?
for the whole day.
five years.
So much for personal (f'6elieve
biased) opinion. The girls do play
While our astronauts were visiting the moon, a
well, and since they do, they
small town in Alaska has been busy collecting
deserve the right to play. These
girls, incidentally, lack nothing.
Betty Crocker cou pons so they can purchase a
They're· courteous, good sports,
badly needed fire engine.
humercius, friendly, enchanting,
and above all, charming. Such
If you would like to help, save these coupons
credits are rarely found anywhere.
p ull away b u t clutch play by

Spring Sports

from any of the General M ills Products, (cake
mixes, .rereal, flour) and leave them either in the
envelope on the sign posted in the Student Center,
at the Editor's office or with Elaine Chilakos or
Mary Anne Durning, -the two chairmans of this
area.

COACH: R. Bakker
3/27/71 - BERNARD BARUCH (H) - 1:00
3/30/71 - *GLASSBORO STATE
COLLEGE - (H) - 3: 00
4/2/71 * MONTCLAIR STATE
COLLEGE - (A) -1:00
4/6/71 - N . Y .I.T. - (H) - 3:00
4/8/71 - NEWARK RUTGERS (H)-3:00
4/14/71 - *MONTCLAIR STATE
COLLEGE - (H) - 3 : 00
4/16/71 - MONMOUTH - (A) 3 : 00
4/20/71 *PATERSON STATE
COLLEGE - (A) - 3 : 00
4/22/71 - BROOKDALE - (HJ 3:00
4/24/71 - *JERSEY CITY STATE
COLLEGE - (HJ - 11:00
4/26/71 - DREW - (A) - 3:00
4/28/71 *TRENTON STATE
COLLEGE - (A) - 3:00
5/1/71 - *JERSEY CITY STATE
COLLEGE - (A)- 11:00
5/3/71 - BLOOMFIELD - (HJ 3:00
5/5/71 *PATERSON STATE
COLLEGE - (HJ - 3:00
5/8/71 *GLASSBORO STATE
COLLEGE- (A) - 1:00
5/10/71 - RUTGERS S. JERSEY
-(A)-3:30
5/12/71 NEWARK COLLEGE
OF ENGINEERING - (HJ - 3 : 30
5/15/71 *TRENTON STATE
COLLEGE ·- (H) - 1:00
'
•rt.J.::».\... I"'\ . \... Uilrne:.:

LACROSSE
COACH: H .C. Waterman

Co-Cap tains:
Ron Sto ne and Gary Pieretti
3/31/71
STEV E N'S TECH
(SCR I M AGE) - ( H ) - 3: 30
4/7 /71 - SO UTH A M PT O N - ( A)
-3: 00
4/1 4 /71 - W ILKES C O LLEGE (A)- 3:30
4/17/71 - KUTZTOWN STATE (H) -1:00
4/21/71
FAIRLEIGH
DICKINSO N - TEANECK - (H) 3:00
4/24/71 DOWLI NG (H) 1 : 00
4/2 8/71 - N .Y.I.T. - (HJ - 3: 00
5/1/71 - Y O RK CO L LEGE - (HJ
-1: 0 0
5/5/71 - STEVEN'S J.V. - (HJ 3:00
5 / 7/71 - NEW YORK M A RITIME
-(A)-4:00
5/10/71
FAIRLEIGH
DICKINSON J.V. - (A) - 3:30

GOLF
COACH: R . Cullen
3/31/71 - SOMERSET C.C. - (A)
-1:00
4/2/71 - ESSEX COUNTY COLL
-(H)-2:00
4/6/71 - UNION COLLEGE - (H)
-2: 00
4/8/71 - NEWARK RUTGERS (A) - 2:00
.
4/19/71 - *GLASSBORO STATE
COLLEGE - (A) - ~:00
4/21/71
BLOOMFIELD
COLLEGE - (HJ - 2:00
4/23/71 - RUTGERS SO. JERSEY
-(HJ -2:00
4/26/71
BROOKDALE
COLLEGE -(A) -2:00
4/28/71 *TRENTON STATE
COLLEGE - (A) - 2:00
4/30/71
SOUTHAMPTON
COLLEGE - (A) - 3: 15
5/3/71 *MONTCLAIR STATE
COLLEGE - (H) - 2:00
5/6/71 *PATERSON STATE
COLLEGE - (H) - 2:00
5/10/71
N.J.S.C.A.C.
TOURNAMENT
AT
GLASSBORO
STATE COLLEGE
*N .J.S.C. CONFERENCE MATCHES

. TENNIS
COACH : P. Auffessor
4/2/71 *MON TCLAIR STATE
COLLEGE _ ~4iftf71 -

(A) -

1: 0 0

U NI ON COLLEGE -

IH\

4/8/71 - NEWARK RUTGERS (H) -2:30
4/16/71
MONMOUTH
COLLE G E - (Al - 2:30
4/19/71
BLO O MFIELD
COL LEGE - (H) - 2:00
4/23/71 - *JERSEY CITY STATE
COLLEGE - (H) - 2:00
4/26 /71- DR EW - (A ) -2:30
4/30 / 71
SOUTHAMPTO N
COLLE G E - (A) - 3:15
5/3/71- MARI S T - (H) -3:00
5/5/71 - B R OO K D A L E - (HJ 3:00
5/8/71 *GLASS B ORO STATE
COLLEGE -(A) -1: 00
5/1 0 /71 RUTGERS SOUTH
JERSEY - (A) - 3 : 3 0
5/12/71 NEWAR K COLLEGE
OF ENGINEERING - (A) - 2:30
5/1371 *TRENTON STATE
C O LLEGE - (H) - 3:00
* N .J.S.C.A .C. Matches

Table Tennis Opens
(also known as STP and
By Jan Dalziel
Newark State's little-known Chickie-baby). The only other
sport, Woman' s Midget Table team member, Linda Douglass, no
Tennis, opened its first game of longer attends Newark State
the season on February 30, because of a mis-calculation by
against St. Pierre of the Sacred computer-man. It seems that he
Cow College. Perhaps the main mistook Rutgers Lane (her street
reason why the turnout for the of residence) as Rutgers Loan, and
sport was poor is the fact that it's therefore shipped her off to
open only to one-legged midgets Rutgers New Brunswick as an
up to 4½ feet tall. (That could exchange student. The team has a
present a problem.) This year's really heavy schedule to play this
team captain is Jan Dazzle, who season, including nine regular
really wanted to join NSC's tennis matches and a benefit for the
team but couldn't because "the Independent Office to boost the
net is higher than I am." When staffs morale (which seems to be
asked how it was possible for her at a low ebb):;;.:
to play table tennis, if the table is
One last note. The team's
taller than she is, she replied, , captain tried to contact Howard
"Easy. We sawed the legs off of Cosell to get his ideas and
the table, you idiot." (Well, we all reactions to NSC' s newest sport,
can't be perceptive.) It seems that but it seems that he was too busy
the table used for this adaptation · with the up-coming Ali-Frasier
of the sport is only 2½ feet high, 1 fight to be able to comment. He
making it easier for our i did say something to the effect,
1 though, of ''Yooze guys stink,"
mini-people.
, and then laughed for about 3
Other team members include i hours straight. (You can't please
Edna Ha, and Susie Baby Doll i every one).

DATE

EVENT

I'-·•N

THURSDAY, FEB. 18th
7:45 p.m.
CCB Film: "Boys In The Band"
FRIDAY, FEB. 19th
8:00 p.m.
Town and Gown Lecture Series
"Citizen's View of Change"
SATURDAY, FEB. 20th
8:00 p.m.
Basketball: NSC vs. Wilmington College
9:00 p.m.
Groove Phi Groove Dance
Admission Charge
SUNDAY, FEB. 21st
7:45 p.m.
CCB Film : "Anne of a Thousand Days"

I "IDEP E"I DE"t·r

PLACE

THE GREAT

TPA

..

.

-· .

AMERICAN
APOCALYPSE

Little Theater

AWAY
Snack Bar
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